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An essential teaching tool!

HOW TO TEACH MATHEMATICS
a personal perspective

Steven G. Krantz
Washington University

Intended primarily for the graduate student or novice instructor, this book is also appropriate for those who have been teaching for many years because it highlights the finer points of excellent mathematics teaching. Professor Krantz addresses

- specific methods for successful mathematics teaching
- how to deal with students who beg for grades
- how to use applications effectively
- proper ways to choose a textbook
- how to deal with sensitive issues such as cheating, bribery, sexual harassment, and much more!

Lively and humorous, yet serious and sensible, this book is a practical guide to teaching mathematics. With an emphasis on the classroom, How to Teach Mathematics addresses specific objectives, situations, and problems in the teaching process. This book is an essential teaching tool.

About the author: Stephen G. Krantz is currently a Professor at Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri. Professor Krantz was awarded the UCLA Alumni Foundation Distinguished Teaching Award in 1979, has authored 80 scholarly papers and 7 books, was awarded the Chauvenet Prize for expository writing by the Mathematical Association of America, and is an internationally recognized scholar.
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Two New Titles from Leading Mathematicians!

V. I. Arnold

**Topological Invariants of Plane Curves and Caustics**

The book describes recent progress in the topological study of plane curves. Arnold describes applications to the geometry of caustics and of wavefronts in symplectic and contact geometry. These applications extend the classical four-vertex theorem of elementary plane geometry to estimates on the minimal number of cusps necessary for the reversion of a wavefront and to generalizations of the last geometrical theorem of Jacobi on conjugated points on convex surfaces. This book will be of interest to all mathematicians, from undergraduate students to active researchers.
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To order, please specify ULECT/5MC

Dusa McDuff and Dietmar Salamon

**J-holomorphic Curves and Quantum Cohomology**

The first half of this book is an expository account of the field, explaining the main technical aspects. The second half of the book focuses on the definition of quantum cohomology. McDuff and Salamon establish that the quantum multiplication exists and is associative on appropriate manifolds. They then describe the Givental-Kim calculation of the quantum cohomology of flag manifolds, leading to quantum Chern classes and Witten's calculation for Grassmanians, which relates to the Verlinde algebra. This book is suitable for advanced undergraduate students, research mathematicians, and mathematical physicists.
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Hopf Algebras and Their Actions on Rings
Susan Montgomery

This book makes an excellent graduate textbook for a course in Hopf algebras or an introduction to quantum groups.

All Individuals $20, List price $34; Ordering code CBMS/82MC

Harmonic Analysis Techniques for Second Order Elliptic Boundary Value Problems
Carlos E. Kenig

Kenig describes developments and connections for the study of classical boundary value problems on Lipschitz domains and for the corresponding problems for second order elliptic equations in divergence form. Contains many interesting open problems.

All Individuals $18, List price $30; Ordering code CBMS/83MC

Ten Lectures on the Interface Between Analytic Number Theory and Harmonic Analysis
Hugh Montgomery

This book contains lectures presented by Hugh Montgomery at the NSF-CBMS Regional Conference held at Kansas State University. A valuable aspect of this book is that it collects material that was either unpublished or that had appeared only in the research literature. This book is suitable as a textbook in an advanced graduate topics course in number theory.
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An Introduction to Gröbner Bases
William W. Adams and Philippe Loustaunau

Adams and Loustaunau provide a leisurely and fairly comprehensive introduction to Gröbner bases and their applications. With over 120 worked examples and 200 exercises, this book is suitable as a supplement to a course in commutative algebra or as a textbook for a course in computer algebra or computational commutative algebra. Students of computer science and engineering who have some acquaintance with modern algebra will also find this book appropriate.
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The Integrals of Lebesgue, Denjoy, Perron, and Henstock
Russell A. Gordon

This book provides an elementary, self-contained presentation of the integration processes developed by Lebesgue, Denjoy, Perron, and Henstock. One of the book's unique features is that the Denjoy, Perron, and Henstock integrals are each developed fully and carefully from their corresponding definitions. This book contains over 230 exercises (with solutions) that illustrate and expand the material. It is an excellent textbook for first year graduate students who have a background in real analysis.
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Volume 2 of *What’s Happening* features the same lively writing as Volume 1, and has all new topics. Here you can read about a new class of solitons, the contributions wavelets are making to solving scientific problems, how mathematics is improving medical imaging, and Andrew Wiles’s acclaimed work on Fermat’s Last Theorem. *What’s Happening* can be recommended to all mathematics majors, graduate students, and mathematics clubs—not to mention mathematicians who enjoy reading about recent developments in fields other than their own. *What’s Happening* highlights the excitement and wonder of mathematics.
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